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Li Hongze’s voice is not small, and many people around him have heard it.

Ferguson Wu and He Lanshan are naturally no exception.

At that time, the two of them were shocked, and their faces paled at a speed visible to
the naked eye.

That way, it is as ugly as it is.

As a result, because of their inner fear, they dare not come forward and admit that they
are the heads of Wrilfill and Noirfork.

But soon, the people under Li Hongze had already called.

The mobile phones of Ferguson Wu and He Lanshan rang almost at the same time.

The “cheerful” bell ringing quietly between the deadly world, it turned out to be so
abrupt.

Swipe~ The moment the bell rang, everyone’s eyes all turned around.

Countless eyes fell on He Lanshan and Ferguson Wu who were in a daze.

Second Austria!

Is this over?

He Lanshan’s hearts trembled, and there was a wailing.

Sure enough, Li Hongze recognized He Lanshan at first glance, and said sharply:
“Huh?” “He Lanshan, why are you here?” “When did you come?” Damn!

Should I go to Nima?

He Lanshan was almost crying at that time.



Dare to feel that I just licked my face to greet me. People didn’t even look at me. I just
ignored him.

However, He Lanshan’s grievances only dared to shout in his heart.

After being noticed by Li Hongze, He Lanshan quickly filled with smiles, walked over
respectfully, and replied in the most humble and fearful tone: “I just…

Just arrived.

” “is it?

“In that case, you are here just right, and I am looking for you.”

“I ask you, what is going on in front of you?”

“Mr. Chu’s wedding, why is there heavy siege outside?”

“And those police forces, what’s the matter?”

“Including what Mr. Chu said before, the former residence was destroyed and relatives
were in danger, what happened?

“If you still want to keep this hat on your head, it’s best to have one fifty to ten. Explain it
clearly to me!”

Li Hongze drank in a deep voice, every sentence was like a stone falling to the ground,
clanging. He Lanshan who asked several questions, and even more, was extremely
frightened, his old face was pale, and his head lowered, but he was so scared that he
did not dare to say a word. Wu Wu’s arrogance when he ordered to encircle Mark just
now. “That…that, I…I…”

“I just came, yes, I just came, I don’t know the situation yet.

Maybe, the person in charge of Wrilfill knows.

He Lanshan couldn’t take care of that much, so he threw the pot directly to Ferguson Wu
with a thick old face. Ferguson Wu’s face was green at the time and he cursed in his
heart. I, Nima! But He Lanshan couldn’t take care of that much, he didn’t care. With
Ferguson Wu’s hateful gaze, in line with the idea that a dead daoist is not a poor daoist,
He Lanshan turned to stare at Ferguson Wu and said angrily: “Ferguson Wu, what are
you doing here hiding?

“Aren’t you coming here to report the crime?”

“Good Wrilfill, let’s see what you have made!”

He Lanshan asked angrily. “I…I…”



Ferguson Wu felt miserable, as uncomfortable as eating flies, but he had undoubtedly
greeted the eighteenth generation of He Lanshan. “Huh?

“Hurry up!”

“Li Hongze has no patience anymore and slurps in a low voice. But Ferguson Wu
hummed for a long time, stupefied because he could not say anything. Because, there is
no way to say it.

Chapter 2276

Is it possible for him to say that these people were all gathered by him to encircle Mark
and want to put Mark to death?

Ferguson Wu can guarantee that if this is said, Ferguson Wu’s life will be over.

After all, Mark’s current status is no longer what it used to be.

The second-in-command of Yanxia personally read it out, and the lord of the country
today is highly praised as Tianjiao Wushuang.

What weight is this?

This is a huge weight!

The old things like Lu Cangqiong were nothing but scum compared to Mark today.

If you let Li Hongze know that they were going to put Mark to death just now, Li Hongze
would not have to strip them alive.

Therefore, Ferguson Wu has decided not to say anything about killing.

“Why, didn’t you dare to say it?” “Wu Shi and He Sheng, weren’t they very prestigious
just now?” “Especially He Sheng, because Han Dongmin said a few words for me, you
did not investigate, He directly dismissed Han Dongmin from all his duties for the crime
of conspiracy and corruption, and sent him to the countryside to help the poor.”

“This power is rarely matched.”

Mark sneered, and the words contained inexplicable chill and sarcasm.

When Li Hongze heard this, his eyes were cold, and he stared at He Lanshan: “He
Lanshan, what’s going on, don’t you call me honestly!” “I…I…

“He Lanshan’s old face twitched, and he replied in fear, “Misunderstandings are all
misunderstandings.”



” “is it?

“If this is a misunderstanding, then is it a misunderstanding that you say I am a fanatic
scum?”

“You combined with Ferguson Wu, disturbed my wedding banquet, messed up my
wedding, mobilized thousands of troops, and wanted to kill me, is it a
misunderstanding?

“Mark asked in a low voice, suppressing infinite anger and thorough chill, sweeping
across the country. Mark asked repeatedly, only if a gold stone fell. Under Mark’s
question, He Lanshan and Ferguson Wu were two of them. The old face flushed and he
was speechless. He couldn’t say a word. Li Hongze next to him was surprised and angry
when he heard this. “You two, you are really brave!

“Mr. Chu, the leader of the country, the pillar of the country, is now known as the
unparalleled existence of Tianjiao. Is it the two of you a*sholes that can be desecrated?”
“It’s all about disturbing Mr. Chu’s wedding banquet, and he wants to put Mr. Chu to
death. “I think it’s the two of you who want to die!” Li Hongze was completely angry at
this point.

No wonder Mark was so indifferent to him before?

No wonder, Mr. Chu is not subject to the title?

It turned out that it was because these two daring things were used privately by public
implements and offended Mr. Chu!

“If it is for this reason, I lost a god of the pillar country in the hot summer, and you two
will be a thousand swords, and it is difficult to make up!” Boom~ Li Hongze’s last drink
was too heavy.

He Lanshan and Ferguson Wu were almost frightened.

“Don’t…”

“We didn’t mean to offend Mr. Chu either.”

“It’s all Lu Cangqiong, all Lu Cangqiong’s old dog, it’s him who harmed us, he
persuaded us, and killed Mr. Chu. “Please tell the country, it’s really none of our
business.”

He Lanshan and Ferguson Wu were completely scared by this time.

Almost wailing, pleaded with Li Hongze.

At the same time, all the pots were thrown to Lu Cangqiong.



“You…you~” He Lanshan suddenly threw the pot, and Lu Cangqiong was obviously
caught off guard.

His old face was sullen, his fingers trembling, and he pointed to them at He Lanshan.

“You…you dare to scold my old dog, you are so bold!” Lu Cangqiong roared angrily.

You dare to scold my old dog, you are so bold!

Lu Cangqiong roared angrily.
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